Hip revision with impacted morselized allografts: unrestricted weight-bearing and restricted weight-bearing have similar effect on migration. A radiostereometry analysis.
No consensus exists as to whether to let patients bear weight or not after revision of a loosened hip prosthesis using morselized and impacted allograft bone and cement. In the original description of the method, the patients were advised not to bear weight for 3 months postoperatively. Theoretically, bone graft remodeling is enhanced by mechanical load, but an increased migration of the prosthesis within the graft can also be anticipated. In addition, practicing restricted weight-bearing is cumbersome for the patients. The present study was initiated to evaluate the migration, as measured by radiostereometry analysis (RSA), in patients mobilized with unrestricted weight-bearing after a hip revision using the X-change Revision Instruments System. This group was compared with a previous series with restricted weight-bearing for the initial 3 months postoperatively. Seven stems and 12 sockets were evaluated by RSA over 2 years. Only patients without intraoperative complications were mobilized with unrestricted weight-bearing. All 7 stems migrated in the distal direction (median 2.6 mm; range 0.8-16.5 mm) and in the posterior direction (median 2.3 mm; range 0.7-22.1 mm). Eleven of the 12 sockets migrated in the proximal direction (median 2.5 mm; range 0.2-8.1 mm). The migration rate decreased gradually in all directions, but 3 stems and 5 sockets still migrated between the 1.5- and 2-year follow-ups. There were no significant differences in migration in any direction for either the stems or the sockets compared to the group with restricted weight-bearing. No increased migration occurred in the group free to bear weight as compared to restricted weight-bearing. We shall continue to allow unrestricted weight-bearing in cases where the femoral bone feels competent to withstand the initial load. It simplifies the postoperative mobilization, and we speculate that it might increase the remodeling of the graft.